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I am delighted to report that the new season
has started exactly how we hoped, namely
where we left off in 2008 with a large increase
in registrations and an influx of new drivers. The
winter saw many enquiries made about the
championship and many have been converted
into new members. The first two rounds were
held at a meeting run by the NW Centre at
Oulton Park on 28th March with capacity grids
and reserves.
I have to report however that the numbers
were a little depleted by the end of the day due
to familiar new car problems and a couple of
incidents which gave some good experience to
the Rescue Unit and the recovery teams after the
winter’s training sessions.
Although qualifying was dry, it was pretty cold
and the circuit was on the slow side. Pole position
was taken by Alistair Chalmers in his Caterham
CSR, last year’s champion Paul Dobson (Mazda
RX7) second followed by Mike Blomfield and
Chris Maries next up. It was good to welcome
back Mark Campbell in fifth place in his beautiful
highly modified Lotus Elan which has not been
out for two years.
It was very pleasing to welcome new drivers
to the championship. Derek Kelly-Cooper and
David Rawlins brought their Vauxhall Vectras,
Danny Keenan the builder of Chris Maries’ car
came out in his MK Indy and John Morris raced
his Peugeot 206. We have nothing if not variety!
Apologies to those I have not mentioned, you are
all very welcome.
The first race was held in the most appalling
wet and cold conditions and the race is best
summed up by quoting Peter Scherer who
reports on all our races.
	Dobson and Chalmers were starting to go
clear by the end of the second lap, as Maries was
back up to fourth and chasing Allanson after a
spin at Island. Both Smith and Kelly-Cooper had
made it past Blomfield, as Spencer, Snowden and
Robey closed in too. Cryer was just outside the
top ten with a safe distance to Hall, after Forbes
spun at Deer Leap.
The battle for third became even closer and
on some occasions too close. Maries made it
through at Cascades but spun again down to
seventh, while Allanson also lost out to Smith as
they crested Deer Leap. Not known for giving in
easily, Allanson retook exiting Old Hall and they
shared a couple more exchanges before Smith
was able to consolidate.
The rain began to get heavier as Chalmers
closed in again to challenge Dobson’s lead.

Maries had picked off Kelly-Cooper and Spencer
and began to ease ever closer to another conflict
with Allanson. As the Z cars chief upped his pace,
he began to close on Smith again, but Maries
continued to loom ever closer in his mirrors.
Chalmers made his move at Cascades on the
10th lap, and by the exit of Island he was in front.
“I lost third gear just before Alastair caught me,”
Dobson explained. But it was Chalmers win
by 0.849secs. We both outbraked ourselves at
Island, but Paul did it once more than me,” he
said.
Smith in his TVR Tuscan held onto a clear third.
“It was an auspicious start to my season, so nice
to get such a good result” he explained.
Maries claimed fourth minus his front
bodywork, after more skirmishes with Allanson.
“I spun twice at Island, but wasn’t happy with the
contact I had with Chris on a couple of occasions.”
Allanson still came home fifth, with Kelly-Cooper
taking a class win in sixth. “I knew it would be
good in the wet,” said the Vectra driver.
Following an eventful qualifying and race 1,
reserves came into play for race 2 which was at
least run in the dry.
Both Rawlins and Evan Morris (Ford Fiesta)
made it out for the second race, as 29 cars lined
up on a now dry track.
It was Chalmers that headed a very close
start again, from Dobson, Blomfield, Maries and
Allanson, while Campbell was spun at Old Hall.
Allanson darted past Maries into Island, closely
followed by Spencer (Locosaki), Kelly-Cooper,
Snowden (Z Car Mini) and Andy Robey in his
BMW M3.
The dry track allowed Blomfield to use all 6.7
litres of his Special Saloon Sierra’s power, taking
Dobson into Knickerbrook on the fourth lap,
before leading Chalmers over the line at the end
of lap four. Our main sponsor Ric Wood in his
DTM Astra was also on full song and picked off
Allanson, but was promoted to fourth a lap later,
when Maries spun into retirement with broken
suspension.
The lead pair were nose to tail on the 10th lap
when they arrived at Druids. “I indicated where
I wanted them to go,” said Lee Jones (2 litre
Mini); “at that speed I didn’t see his indication,”
Blomfield replied. The Sierra clipped the Mini
and took the wheel arch off, before spinning and
going airborne, as the unsighted Chalmers piled
into him.
“It was hard to tell what happened it was so
fast. Mike was on the grass, I had nowhere to go
and both cars are wrecked,” said Chalmers.
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With the race red flagged, Dobson was a
surprised winner. A sad end to an exciting day and
two great cars with incidents which are thankfully
very rare in the championship. It is to be hoped
that they can be repaired and out again soon.
Thanks to Matt Sayle who took the photos
before the weather, gremlins and incidents had
their way.
It remains for me to remind everyone that
Oulton Park on the 23rd May will be a great place
to be when we are celebrating 25 years of our
championship. It is sometimes hard to believe
that it has been running this long with hardly any
changes in the regulations. We like to think that
this is a good sign when we are still able to boast
capacity grids. Everyone is working hard to get
as many officials, marshals and drivers and their
cars from the 25 years back to the circuit on that
day to catch up with each other. There will be a
display in the paddock and hopefully a cavalcade
at lunchtime, not to mention a round of the 2009
championship. If you were there, get in touch
and come along.
Peter Gorrie (NW Centre Secretary)

David Rawlings is chased through Knicker Brook. © Matt Sayle.

Derek Kelly-Cooper about to be caught by Mike Blomfield’s Sierra. © Matt Sayle.

Some of this season’s newcomers in the assembly area. © Matt Sayle.

Practice Day 29th March
A damp early start, blighted by gremlins in the
timing system, soon turned into a bright, dry and
action packed day. David Clay and his team of
Time Lords eventually got to grips with the timing
problems, which apparently were caused by a
lightening strike!
62!! BARC member competitors turned out
to blow off the winter cobwebs and get tuned in
for the season. Once the track had warmed times
began to tumble and in Paul Martin’s case there
was a veritable cascade. Using his Mitsubishi Evo’s

performance to the max he had eclipsed current
Harewood Champion Karl Jackson’s record of
62.92 by almost half a second on only his third
timed run, following this up with a further 3 sub
record times before the close of play. Taking
the challenge to Karl bodes well for a potential
Championship head to head for the 2009 season
as Karl goes for his hat-trick!
Most had a great value for money day with
plenty of runs recorded. Notables at both ends
of the scale being Henry Moorehouse “squeezing
in” a record 14 runs in his very rapid Honda

engined Westfield. Whereas Dale Cordingley
only managed 1 run as he succumbed to engine
misfire problems with his Radical.

Spring National 12th April
A beautiful spring day greeted competitors and
spectators for the traditional Easter Sunday
season opener. The various back-room teams
at Harewood have been busy over the winter
close season with a much needed make over
for the venue. Brand new signage and banners
have been installed all displaying the new, very
contemporary logo and branding for the venue. A
new 3D track map has also been commissioned
and is very effectively displayed for spectators to
use at the 5 lecterns scattered around the hill.
The very colourful and graphic map adds that all
important third dimension, critical for giving a true
representation of a hill that a “flat map”cannot.
Further improvements designed to improve the
spectator experience include new space age, no
expense spared, hand driers in both ladies and
gents toilets! And last but by no means least a
new timing beam has been stationed on the
approach to the Esses reducing the long sector
from Start Line to Country Corner and providing
further essential data for competitors. There
were spectators in abundance too to enjoy the
new improvements. The superb weather allied
to a very active publicity campaign attracted
a very healthy turnout, particularly bearing in
mind the current financial doom and gloom. The
new Harewood Marketing Team are very active
this season and have a mandate to drastically
improve spectator figures in spite of the current
economic downturn. Some very innovative
thinking has been applied to add extra attractions
at forthcoming events including two Festival of
Speed Weekends in May and June.
Practice runs got under-way on time albeit
with a few notable exceptions. David Gray and
Clive Lightburn failed to show due to an engine
seizure collected at Practice Day. Similarly Dale
Cordingley and daughter Sarah were resigned to
being spectators for the day due to the mystery
misfire still unsorted from Practice Day.
Runs throughout the day went pretty much
according to plan with little delay. However there
are always those whose over exuberance results
in the odd little “off”. Most notable of these was

Mansfield’s Andy Walker in his freshly restored
MGB V8. An excursion off track at Willow resulted
in further restoration work being required, both
to his car and to the marshal’s post! The marshals
weren’t too pleased either as the impact spilled
their freshly poured cuppas! Robert Warwick
faired only a little better when he experienced
a ”tank slapper” exiting Farmhouse Bend in a
late afternoon run. Robert seemed to collect
the fishtailing car, but then ended the incident
presenting the underside of the previously
immaculate Westfield to the crowds as he
beached up on the grass bank. Little damage was
caused except to his pride of course!
The outcome of it all left Richard Spedding,
long time E Type specialist, as FTD and Elite
Systems Class J winner in his new Force single
seater on 55.13 seconds. In the classes Paul Martin
displayed the promise he showed at practice day
by taking the Performance 5 sponsored Class
3 for Road Modified Production Cars over
2000cc win. In doing so he also bettered current
Champion Karl Jackson’s class record and the
lead of the Harewood Championship. Not a

bad day’s work all in all!
Records were broken too in the smaller
engined up to 2000cc Thunder Road sponsored
road modified class where David Sturdy
took the class win from his long time sparring
partner and car share buddy Richard Vale in
their supercharged VW Polo. In doing so he
also reduced his own record from 67.32 to
67.24 seconds.
Still on the subject of Production cars, in this
case modified – non road going, an exciting day
long battle in the Richard Eggar Insurance backed
Class 7 left Tony Hart to take home the spoils in
his Renault 5 GT Turbo ahead of a battling gaggle
of Lotus Elises led by the ladies, Sarah Bosworth
and Tracy Taylor-West, who narrowly pipped a fast
improving Chris Brooks in his similar machine.
All in all a very promising start to the season
as the BARC Yorkshire Centre looks forward
to the first Festival Day event on 9th and 10th
May including our usual visit from the British
Hillclimb Championship.

Paul Martin Evo

Richard Vaughan (BARC Yorkshire)
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